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Concerns raised by BCGEU about declining highways
maintenance standards have struck a cord with motorists and
truckers. It’s also generated a lot of media coverage.

Go to  http://www.bcgeu.ca/3831 to listen to a recent 30-minute
interview on Vancouver station CKNW about highways
maintenance issues featuring BCGEU president George Heyman.
In addition, a trucking company manager from the Interior told
Canadian Press this week that road conditions are “atrocious,”
and the worst they’ve been in years.

A spokesperson for one of the major highways contractors
denied the poor conditions had anything to do with
government budget cuts.  The executive said he was sick of people
saying maintenance standards were better before maintenance was
privatized.

But drivers had a different view. The southern section of
Highway 5A to Merritt was “a sheet of ice,” warned John Taylor,
a director with the Thompson-Nicola Regional District.

“Deplorable conditions,” is how Trail motorist Rod Vilene
describes a recent trip. Conditions between Christina Lake and
Castlegar are “atrocious—the worst I’ve ever seen,” says trucking
manager Dale Grayson. A Merritt businessman who frequently
drives the Coquihalla told the Vancouver Province that road
conditions are “a joke. It’s pitiful,” he says.

Meanwhile, Ian McDougall from Williams Lake blames
privatization and low ball contracts.  “Is cheaper making [road
maintenance] better?,” he asks.

Drivers hot about worsening
maintenance standards

CONTRACT TALKS with
two highways mainten-
ance companies covering

five separate service areas have
hit a snag that could affect
negotiations in the entire sector
after employers went to the
Labour Relations Board to try to
prevent BCGEU from dealing
with important issues for
workers at the bargaining table.

At a number of negotiating
tables where talks are underway,
the union has been raising a
number of priority issues for
front line-members.  These
include proposals to:

• improve maintenance services
by talking about issues
relating to contracting out;

•address a growing problem of
staff shortages and develop a
forward-looking recruitment
and retention strategy by
improving conditions for
auxiliaries; and

•deal with a major membership
frustration—the reduced sick
leave entitlement.

But two employers, Mainroad
and Argo North Okanagan,
claim that the terms and
conditions of the 2002/03
settlement prevent the union
from talking about these issues.

In mid-January they filed an
unfair labour practise against
BCGEU.  A formal hearing at the
LRB is scheduled for the beginning
of February.

Employers throw
up roadblocks in
highways talks

See “Roadblocks” on page 3
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By Mike Nuyens
Component 10 Chairperson

IT ALL STARTED with
resolution D-171 that was
adopted at the BCGEU

constitutional convention in June
2005.

Now we have a new motion from
the BCGEU’s policy convention last
November that will allow the union
to look at other feasible oppor-
tunities that may exist in the world
of business.

This creates some opportunities
for us in the privatized highways
sector. We all know that in less
than eight years, in all areas of
the province the current contracts
will expire. The ministry will be

opening the door to a
business with no successorship
requirements if we don’t
change their direction.

What will this do to our
industry? What will this do to
the travelling public of B.C.?
We don’t know.

But what we do know is that
some employers will take the
chance to conduct business
under a new model.

That new model may result in
an untrained workforce which
has no understanding of how
or where the work is done.

Or how about a workforce
that’s only on call when it

snows or
when a job
needs to be
done, or the
travelling
public calls
“1-800 fix
me.”

Or we may
have to
confront an

employer who will try to recruit
and exploit foreign workers to
take over our jobs. Who knows!!

Under our new BCGEU policy,
we hope to build on the
expertise we gained under the
Robson Highways project to
maintain employment security
for our members—the front
line experts who do the work.

We may have to bid again.  Or
who knows what we must do
to protect the travelling public
against a business that could
ultimately fail without a well
trained unionized workforce.

We know that workforce--it’s
you and me.

It’s a workforce with hundreds
of years of experience, a
workforce that lives, works and
supports our local communities
and towns around our
province.

Bill Sydia, far left, from Service Area 16 passed away in
early December. A long time activist and bargaining
chairperson, Sydia worked for many years with the
Ashcroft highways maintenance crew.

Up until his retirement a few years ago he was employed
as a sign worker with Interior Roads Ltd.  Bill was always
there to help and to teach anyone who would listen.

He will be missed dearly by all his family and friends—and
he had many! Our deepest condolences to his wife Dixie.

Before Brother Sydia died, he was chosen as citizen of the
year in Cache Creek.  A lunch in his honour was held Jan. 11.

Long-time activist Bill Sydia dies

SO YOU WANT TO BE A CONTRACTOR?

At the BCGEU 2006 policy convention held in Burnaby this past
fall, a key resolution was passed by convention delegates.

The message of resolution C-86 is BCGEU remains committed
to exploring tender opportunities and will build on the
knowledge learned through the process for Robson Highways
Services.

What this really means is that our union will continue to
follow and develop bids for public tenders that could affect
the  job security of our members.

This is an exciting direction we’re embarking on where labour
could play a future role in the tendering of public services.

NUYENSNUYENSNUYENSNUYENSNUYENS

Your union is ready for the future
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Just before Christmas, BCGEU
member Doug Meier received an
award in recognition of his
quick action that saved the life
of co-worker Ken Riley.

Both are highways maintenance
employees with VSA in Service
Area 14.

Riley, an equipment operator,
suffered a heart attack on the
job last March
while clearing a
tree blocking
Highway 5A.
Meier, also an
equipment
operator, was on
hand to help
move it off the road.

“I was pulling branches off the
tree that Doug was cutting and
then I just passed out,” Riley
told the Merritt Herald.

Meier immediately ran over to
Riley, and determined that his
heart had stopped beating.

Meier put his first aide training
to work immediately and
performed CPR to get his co-
worker’s heart started again.

“He started coming around
quick, which is a good thing,”
Meier told the Herald. “It seemed
like forever, but it was probably
just seconds.”

Meier helped Riley into his truck
while they waited for an
ambulance.  “I don’t know what
happens then, you just become
brain dead and the training

kicks in,” Meier
says.  “And the
next thing you
know the
ambulance is
coming and he’s
on his way to the
hospital.”

Meier’s efforts were recognized
by the B.C. Ambulance Service,
which presented him with the
Vital Link Humanitarian Award
at a ceremony in December.

 Paramedic Della Field told the
Herald that Meier’s actions kept
Riley going until an ambulance
arrived.  “He would have died or
suffered brain damage,” Field says.

Riley was hospitalized for eight
weeks and is still not able to
return to work.

LIFESAVER AWARD Quick thinking by BCGEU member Doug Meier, left, kept
his co-worker, Ken Riley, right, alive last year while the two were clearing
trees off Highway 5A near Merritt.  Meier received an award in December.

Merritt member honoured
for saving co-worker on job

Merritt Herald photo

“He [Riley]“He [Riley]“He [Riley]“He [Riley]“He [Riley]
started comingstarted comingstarted comingstarted comingstarted coming
around quick”around quick”around quick”around quick”around quick”

While not unexpected, BCGEU
bargaining coordinator Gary
Bennett says the roadblock to
constructive talks erected by these
employers is a sign of a confront-
ational approach by the other side.

“We are disappointed with this
course of events,” Bennett says.
“But it’s not going to stop us
from talking about the real
issues and problems in the
workplace,” he says.

“Nor is it going to stop us from
proposing solutions that will
deal with our members’
concerns and improve highways
maintenance services for the
benefit of motorists across B.C.

“These developments won’t
change our plan, as we continue
to implement the overall  strategy
we developed last fall,” Bennett
says.  “We need to stick together,
stay disciplined and be patient.”

The union is working hard to
map out a legal strategy to fight
the employers at the labour
board.

Talks between BCGEU and
Mainroad have stalled at four
separate tables: service areas 1, 4,
6 and 11; as well as Argo in the
North Okanagan (SA 13).  In SA
11 talks, Mainroad tabled a
demand for nine-year contract.

In other bargaining news, talks
are underway in other service
areas including CRS (SA 21),
Fraser Valley (SA 7), Quesnel (SA
18) and YRB (SA 10).

Bargaining in SA 24 (Lakes
District) gets underway the week
of Jan. 22. Talks with YRB (SA
19) and Argo (SA 15) begin the
week of Jan. 29.

Where talks are not yet underway,
BCGEU is actively seeking dates
with employers, and your
bargaining committees are hard
at work to get ready for the
commencement of talks.

Regular updates on negotiations
are posted on the www.bcgeu.ca.

“Roadblocks” from page  1
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M2M canvass
highlights
your concerns
By Kevin Staneland
Chairperson Local 1008

The recent Member-to-Member
campaign went off without a
hitch. I was able to visit nine
out of 10 maintenance yards in
Service Areas
11 and 12,
including
Kimberley,
Jaffray, Fernie
Cranbrook,
Sparwood,
Inveremere,
Yahk, Golden
and Revelstoke.
Unfortunately,
I was not able
to get out to
Trout Lake, as I would have needed
another two days. Next time!

The big issues arising from these
meetings were very similar.  They
were the current contract talks
with wages at the top of peoples’
priorities, then job security,
successorship, the return of lost
sick pay, overtime and pensions.

Another big issue is the decline in
highways maintenance being
done and the more private work
being taken over by our employers.
Our work is changing from
maintaining highways to more
private general construction
work.  You feel this trend is not
allowing you to perform their
highways maintenance work.

The Campbell government has
made it clear that this is the way
of the future in B.C. It is up to
all of us to let taxpayers know
just what they are getting—or
not getting!—for their taxes.

It’s a just fight that we have to
win for the sake of public safety.
Where public safety is at the
centre of any maintenance issue,
then the world public should
mean just that.  We should
remove the for-profit end of it
all together.

STSTSTSTSTANELANDANELANDANELANDANELANDANELAND

SURELY this would be a strong entry in the not my job award! It
would never happen in B.C. where much of the line painting is
performed by BCGEU members working for Mainroad and LaFrentz
pavement marking companies.

BY 12:13 p.m. on Jan. 1, while
many Canadians were still
resting up from ringing in

the New Year, Canada’s best paid
corporate executives had already
pocketed what will take minimum
wage workers the rest of 2007 to
earn.

But that’s not all.  Before the
morning coffee break on Jan. 2—
the first work day for the average
Canadian—our 100 highest paid
CEOs will have racked up $38,010
in pay.

And that, points out the
Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives, is equal to the
annual salary that the average
Canadian worker will take
another 363 days to earn.

The inequality clock doesn’t stop
there. By the time Canadians
tune into the 6:00 news Jan. 2,
the top dogs in corporate
boardrooms will have pocketed

on average nearly $70,000. The
highest paid CEO will have
received more than $570,000.

“If time is money, are Canada’s
100 highest paid CEOs really
worth more in a day than most
Canadian workers are in a
year?” asks the author of the
study, Hugh Mackenzie.

“People wonder what the
growing gap between the rich
and the rest of us looks like.
This provides us with a pretty
good snapshot of how
unevenly the Canadian
workforce is valued these
days.”

The Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternative’s study, Timing is
Everything: Comparing the earnings
of Canada’s highest-paid CEOs and
the rest of us is available on the
CCPA web site.  Go to:
www.policyalternatives.ca, or
http://www.growinggap.ca.

New Year’s pay bonanza for
Canada’s top CEOs highlight
growing inequality
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Meet new CompMeet new CompMeet new CompMeet new CompMeet new Comp
10 exec member10 exec member10 exec member10 exec member10 exec member
Cathy SurphlisCathy SurphlisCathy SurphlisCathy SurphlisCathy Surphlis
MY NAME IS Cathy Surphlis
and I have recently joined
the Component 10 executive
as an executive member of
the Women’s Committee. I
currently work for Mainroad
Howe Sound as an auxiliary
employee.

I work as a console operator
at Lions
Gate
Bridge and
Second
Narrows
Bridge
located in
West and
North
Vancouver.

The
console
position monitors both
bridges and the Cassiar
Tunnel via CCTV for stalls,
motor vehicle accidents,
debris etc. We dispatch to
our crews and do lane
changes on the First
Narrows Bridge which is a
three lane bridge.

As a new member of the
Women’s committee, I think
that some of the important
issues facing the committee
are victims of violence,
youths at risk, and the
restoration of wages and
benefits lost to employees
due to cuts made by the
Liberal government.

By John Cantlon
Chairperson Local 1008

In the last while our pension
plan has been on my mind quite
a bit, not because I find myself
thinking about my retirement
but rather the age and number
of those retiring from our
industry and moving their
accounts to an income source
for those golden years.

The last round of negotiations,
to use that term lightly, saw the
decline in the employers’ contr-
ibution portion by one per cent
and in some areas two per cent.

Now as we approach another
opportunity to negotiate our
contracts how do we prioritize
this loss. Is two per cent at the top
of our concerns? Consider this:

BCGEU Pension
Plan performance
At Oct. 31, 2006, the annual
return for the BCGEU Pension
Plan, which covers many
Component 10 members, was
12.67 per cent. The return for
the first ten months of 2006
was 8.24 per cent. The Oct. 31,
2006 unit value is 453.46.

most of our accounts since 1989
have reached between one and
two hundred thousand dollars,
two per cent true cost on
$100,000 over 10 years is $18,130.
Over 20 years it’s over $32,000.

Is that a cut in our retirement
fund, into the quality of golden
years? One or two per cent may
seem small today but look forward
to those who will be contributing
into the future, our children
what is their retirement worth?

Whether we are being educated as
trustees or negotiating a new
contract with our employers, let’s
look to benefits that will out live
the term we are serving our
membership especially  young
workers that might be looking to
our industry to provide for them
and their families as it has for us.

SURPHLISSURPHLISSURPHLISSURPHLISSURPHLIS

Consider this pension issue

Happy New Year from the Comp 10 Exec!

I had the pleasure of attending
the 50th annual convention of
the B.C. Federation of Labour.

Elections were also held, with
President Jim Sinclair and
Secretary Treasurer Angela Schira
returned for two-year terms.
Brother Sinclair opened the
convention with his usual high

energy and amusing style with a
moving speech that earned him
a standing ovation.  We also
heard from Canadian Labour
Congress  president Ken
Georgetti,  while Federal NDP
leader Jack Layton had the
convention both listening and
laughing in a fiery political speech
-Kevin Staneland

50th B.C. Fed convention news
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By Mike Nuyens
Component 10 Chairperson
It’s been eight years since the
release of a groundbreaking
Component 10 report called “At
the Crossroads: The Road to Ruin,”
which chronicled the alarming
deterioration of
highways main-
tenance in B.C.
since privatization
in the 1980s.

The report
touched on actual
road conditions,
funding, standards
and the growing
liabilities that our
highways are in.

I’m bringing this report to life
again because we are at yet
another crossroads in the
highways maintenance industry.

Our members have seen major
changes in this industry since
privatization and now we are

faced with a government who
may in a few very short years
put this industry out to a non
union industry.

Ultimately this may have a
direct effect on all of us as
taxpayers and members of the

traveling public
in B.C.

In our Crossroads
study, we reported
that “the
highways, roads
and bridges we
drive on are in
poor condition
and they are
getting worse. They
desperately need to

be repaired, and the longer the
government waits, the more
money it’s going to cost us, the
travelling public of B.C. That’s
the inescapable conclusion we
reached after consulting and
talking to the people whose
communities, businesses and jobs

depend on a safe and reliable
transportation network.”

We pointed out that all aspects of
business rely on our highways
system and without funding,
standards, and maintenance our
infrastructure is in jeopardy.

In 2007, be assured that your
union is keeping a watchful eye
on funding levels, possible changes
in the way business is allowed to
be conducted and any or all
threats against our livelihoods.

The industry is under their new
contracts with the Ministry of
Transportation and Highways.
One of the biggest problems of
these new contracts is that
contractors are now self-regulating.

They police themselves—which is
kind of like the fox protecting the
hen house.

The union and your component
executive need our members and
the traveling public to keep a
watchful eye.  If you see or hear
anything of concern please
contact your local chair,
bargaining chair or staff rep.

We are looking at a new and
updated version of the Road to
Ruin.  Based on the public
uproar so far this winter about
the impact of government cuts
and declining maintenance
standards, it could it be called
Road to Ruin Two! Stay tuned.

Road to Ruin Two: Is it
a movie or a nightmare!!

MUD HIGHWAY This is the Russian Federal highway which
crosses thousands of kilometres from Moscow to the city
of Yakutsk in Siberia. The road doesn’t have an asphalt
surface, though it  is a vital highway. Every time it rains,
the traffic flow gets paralyzed; these shots were made a
few days before the  traffic jam of 600 cars got stuck
there. Hunger and lack of the fuel  followed, according to
the witnesses. One woman gave birth to a child  right in
the public bus she was riding on.

“We are
looking at a
new, updated
version of the
Road to Ruin.”


